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Introduction
Different methods of treatment in which physical forces are 

significant are known as “Treatment Unit Operations”. And, the 
approaches in which chemical reactions and primary biology eliminate 
the pollutants are called “Treatment Procedures”. Nowadays, these 
operations and procedures are associated, which is recognized as 
initial and final phases of treatment.1 The initial treatment includes 
physical treatment operations, such as filtering the litter and the 
sediment in order to separate the floating and the settled material in the 
wastewater.2 However, in the second phase, chemical and biological 
procedures remove most of the minerals. During the final phase, extra 
operations and treatments take out the other pollutants like nitrogen 
and phosphor, which are not greatly removed in the second phase.3 
Ground treatment methods, currently known as natural systems, 
utilize a combination of physical, chemical and biological techniques 
to filter the water properly.4

Nitrite and Nitrate are among the pollutants which have increased 
due to the overpopulation.5 It should be taken into account in 
treatment. Nitrate, which is the final stage of nitrogen oxidation, 
can cause Globinma in infants.6 It can also cause the formation of 
Nitrosamine in sewage water.7 Furthermore, heavy metals are among 

the main pollutants with ion exchange power.8 They are present in 
both underground water and sewage water.9 These pollutants are 
frequently absorbed by clay minerals, such as chlorite and the present 
minerals before entering the underground water.10

The aims of artificial feeding

Among the aims of artificial feeding, improving the quality of water 
(by monitoring the temperature and refining the bacteria), increasing 
the underground water, balancing the surface water, preventing 
the entrance of salty water into fresh water aquifers, avoiding the 
depression of the ground, storing water for future use, gaining energy 
from the warm water, and distributing underground water for wells are 
to cite.11 Water pollution happens mostly due to inorganic and organic 
contaminants, such as nutrients, heavy metals and insistent organic 
contaminants.12 For the modelling and optimization of contaminants 
elimination, artificial intelligence has been applied as a major tool 
in the empirical plan that can produce the optimal useful inconstant, 
since artificial intelligence has lately obtained a enormous progress.13

Artificial feeding methods

The most frequent methods for artificial feeding are:
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Abstract

Domestic, industrial and agricultural sewage contaminates the limited groundwater 
reservoirs, and makes water extraction more cumbersome in numerous parts of Iran. 
Impurity was affected by effluent depletion wealthy in ammonia. The alteration in 
ammonia condensation was mostly governed by the immigration of the contamination 
plume under nitrification in groundwater. The nitrification level was presumably 
traced by alters in dissolved oxygen and potentially manganese. Nitrogen pollution of 
natural water is a typical obstacle for diverse lands throughout the universe. Computer 
simulation and ground perceptions demonstrate the detracting situations organized 
under joint effects of anthropogenic items and suitable natural conditions, such as the 
low-level topography in which reduced water exchange rate can happen. In European 
Union countries, exposure sewage mud on agricultural terrains is surrounded by 
guidance. It was established that solitary usage of waste-water mud was useful for 
extension of herbage cover. Waste-water mud from food industry prepared herbage 
nutrients effectively used by the herbs. Therefore, the consequences of the experiences 
displayed that the imperceptible extrication of macronutrients from waste water 
mud was fully applied by herbages to stimulate their formation and extension. The 
rapid growth of proactive industries in this country, which is by and large due to 
ignorance towards the adequate water sources, has augmented the complications and 
has overshadowed the underground water in plains.

 Refined water (treated wastewater) can possibly help preserve the subterranean water 
since overtreatment ensures decent sewage management. Natural filtration under the 
ground eliminates the need for costly advanced treating procedures. Furthermore, 
aquifers provide a natural mechanism to transport the treated subterranean water 
and eliminate the surface storage and its problems, such as evaporation and algal 
growth. Supplementing water into a geological formation through various methods 
and equipment is called “Artificial Feeding”. This study deals with the strategies, 
challenges, and the mechanisms to remove the soil pollutants. 
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Pond method

In this method, water is treated by either raising the boundary soil 
of the pond or excavating the depth of the pond. It should be noted that 
water should not contain any particles as large as the silt because they 
can clog the empty spaces. The computer simulation of hydrodynamics 
water modality in ponds is an extending tool that valuable learning 
until realizing their interior procedures and interplays. Pond plan 
includes various physical, hydrological, geometrical, biological and 
dynamic uncertain to prepate high hydrodynamic knowledge and 
maximum layer usage levels.14

Flood method

Flood method consists of a variety of techniques, such as flooding 
the surface, using flooding systems, improving the canals, hill 
filtration, and pond filtration. All of the mentioned techniques depend 
largely on the type of soil, porosity, the depth of the underground 
water, district topography, the quantity and the quality of the treated 
water.15 This method is divided into two ways: direct injection and 
the injection in shallow and unenriched zones. Direct injection pumps 
water into the underground water zone.11 It is used in areas where 
the underground water is deep and/or hydrology is not optimal for 
flood distribution. The advantage of injection in unenriched areas is 
the low costs. On the contrary, one disadvantage is that it does not 
ensure reverse washing and a good clogging can collapse it entirely.16

Materials and methods
Natural removal procedures

The materials which are bigger than the soil particles such as some 
bacteria can separate water from the soil, and are removed by filtration 
and sediment. Viruses, however, are eliminated by surface attraction 
and reaction to the aerobic bacteria.13 The gradual accumulation 
of the particles in one layer lowers the efficiency of the filtration. 
Constructed wetlands have been applied as a green technology to 
treat several sewages for many decades.17 Constructed wetlands 
propose a land-intensive, low-energy, and less-operational-needs 
intermittent to standard treatment systems, mainly for small societies 
and distant places. However, the supportable action and prosperous 
usage of these systems stay a compete. The plan parameters and 
usable situations of Constructed wetlands containing plant species, 
layer types, water depth, hydraulic load, hydraulic retention time 
and feeding mode depended to the supportable function for sewage 
conducts were then considered. finally, amending the consistency and 
sustainability of Constructed wetlands were underlined.18,19 However 
commercially existent biosurfactants are environmentally sociable 
and effectively delete heavy metals from soil, they are overpriced.20 
Economical humic substances from wastewater mud mixture could 
effectively delete copper and cadmium from extremely polluted sandy 
clay loam and clay.21 Humic substances display potential for using 
soils extremely imbued with heavy metals, and Humic substances 
from other principles should be experienced with these and other 
pollutants.22 In the constructed wetlands, biodegradation, substrate 
adsorption and plant uptake all acted determined parts in decreasing 
the burdens of nutrients, antibiotics and antibiotics and antibiotic 
persistence genes, but biodegradation was the most significant process 
in the elimination of these contaminants.23 Biological phosphorus 
elimination has been illustrated to be successfully attained in the 
aerobic/extended-idle sewage treatment regime in prior bench-scale 
studies. To time, anyway, its possibility has never been appraised by 

any full-scale research. It proposes an absorbent choice for Biological 
phosphorus elimination from carbohydrate-rich sewages and also 
prepares an archetype for sewage treatment in distant zones. The 
floating solids that are not held by soil will be eliminated by filtration 
and surface attraction in a soil profile. As an example, soil particles 
and floating solids are, by far, smaller than what is held by soil through 
direct flow, hydrodynamic movement, distribution and sediments. 
Thus, these particles are attracted by the static soil network.24 In order 
to rectify and preserve the non-minerals in the soil, chemical, physical, 
and microbiological reactions, such as ionic exchange, sediment, 
surface attraction, chelation, complication, and mineral oxidation are 
required.5 The majority of the minerals can be rectified. In contrast, 
non-minerals such as chlorine, sodium and sulfate are not affected 
by the land pores. For example, iron and phosphor can be rectified 
up to 90 percent, which is done by sediment and surface attraction. 
However, the potential of the soil to remove them diminishes through 
time.

The minerals which are soluble during the feeding phase are 
prone to be attracted by the surface and decompose biologically. 
Decomposition is basically done by sticky microorganisms. And 
depends largely on the minerals and electron attractors such as solved 
oxygen and nitrates.25 Large particles in water aquifers like sand can 
clog the pores. Decomposable compounds may not survive in aerobic 
and non-aerobic underground water. Nevertheless, the chemical 
compounds with the high potential to dissolve are worrisome. 
Moreover, some groups of compounds have complicated biological 
decomposition and require a long time.14 The final products of the 
decomposition under non-aerobic conditions include carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, sulfate and methane. In case of aerobic conditions, carbon 
dioxide, sulfate, nitrate, phosphate and water will be produced.26 
Nitrate and ammoniac are two forms of refined water. The secondary 
fluid including nitrogen ammoniac has the density of higher than 
20mg N/L. It should be noted, however, that the fluid after nitrogen 
rectification contains nitrogen nitrate with the density of lower 
than 10mg N/L.6 Nitrogen ammoniac requires the most oxygen 
in the secondary fluid. Nitrogen can be efficiently rectified during 
the treatment even though the underground water-aquifer filtering 
system can adequately reduce the density of the nitrogen.18 Whenever 
ammoniac exists in refined water, it should be rectified by surface 
attraction in damp conditions.

Damp conditions means there is not enough oxygen to support 
nitrification. Indeed, nitrification of the ammoniac on the surface takes 
place during the dry period when there is fresh air in the unenriched 
soil. Nitrate is partially absorbed, and the water flows through the 
soil-aquifer under the ground.27 Damp and dry periods are required 
for nitrification above the unenriched soil. As a matter of fact, most 
of the ignored mobile nitrate in soil exists in the deep non-aerobic 
areas of land where ammoniac is also present.25 The prolonged dry 
period causes the more aeration in the depth of soil, which absorbs 
more ammoniac. The prolonged damp period, nonetheless, increases 
the absorption of ammoniac along with its dwindling. Preserving 
the microorganisms under soil which cause illness hinge upon some 
factors, such as climate, soil compound, microflora of the soil, the 
amount and type of the microorganism. In a temperature lower than 
4°C, some microorganisms can survive for months and years. Gradual 
death doubles every 10°C between 5 to 30°C.27 Rain is a factor to 
move the bacteria in alkali soil or the soil with plenty of minerals. 
Wherever the low pH results in the absorbance of more viruses, the 
bacteria and bigger organisms are rectified after a short distance.13 
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Factors that influence the movement of the viruses in underground 
water are displayed in Table 1.28 Improving the treatment can minimize 
the number of the microorganisms in underground water more than 
what the place and the feeding system management can do.27 In case 
the microorganisms grow in underground water, oxidations rises and 
affects the rectification.29

Table 1 Factors affecting the movement of viruses in groundwater

Factor Details

Soil type
The soil with micro-tissue is much better than the light soil. 
Iron oxide raises the surface absorbance. Algal soil is not 
optimal for surface attraction.

pH pH can increase the surface attraction. Though this is not 
certain.

Cation
Cations raise the surface absorbance, and decrease the 
repellant factors of the viruses. Rain can dissect the viruses 
from the soil.

Dissolved 
minerals

They compete with the viruses on the place of the 
absorbance. No competition exists in ordinary fluids in 
the sewage. Humus and Folic acid 2 decrease the surface 
absorbance.

Virus type
The absorbance of the virus depends on the type of the 
virus.

Fluid pace Faster flow leads to lower surface absorbance of the virus.

Enriched 
and 
unenriched 
fluid

Viruses move the least under unenriched conditions.

Conclusion
With regards to the water resources in Iran and the sewage pollution, 

utilizing the treated wastewater in order to feed the underground 
water could be truly prudent. In this respect, although soil can act 
as a refiner, the necessity of treatment based on standards should not 
be taken for granted. The restrictions to feed the underground water 
relates the health concerns, economic justification, physical limits, 
law restrictions, qualitative bounds, and the availability. Among these 
issues, health matters the most, though; which must be monitored in 
all projects. In the aridity tension condition, one of the implant and 
trustworthy originals for adjusting the water schedules is the water 
taken from runoff of the waste-water refinery. To be sure, improvement 
and optimal benefit of runoff from the waste water refinery is feasible 
prepared that together needed criterions and modality reins for both 
runoff and the groundwater are apperceived.30 The liberation of 
issuant from sewage remedy herbages can affect receiving water 
bodies by changing water temperatures. A major sewage treatment 
herbage could not match the new request of civic surroundings.31
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